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now playing the “Mary Portman” Giuseppe Guarneri del
Gesù of 1735. His generous patrons Karen and Clement
Arrison could not be more pleased. Joshua Brown, recipient
of a violin by Pietro Guarneri, Cremona, 1679, is a junior at
the Music Institute of Chicago Academy and is a student of
Almita and Roland Vamos. William Hagen currently attends
the Kronberg Academy in Germany and has been loaned
the “Sennhauser” del Gesù of 1735. Our profound thanks
go to the Society’s generous patrons, whose devotion has
helped many emerging artists launch and sustain their
careers. Our feature begins on page 12. To find out more
Dear Friends,
about the many benefits of becoming a patron, please
We always strive to bring our customers the most wide- contact the Society’s Executive Director Suzanne Fushi
ranging selection of the highest quality inventory at the best at suzanne@stradivarisociety.com or 312-663-0150.
price. Thanks to the efforts of our terrific acquisitions team,
we have a wonderful variety of outstanding instruments
and bows in all price ranges that we are excited to show you
in this issue: an exquisite quartet of bows by the great
master Dominique Peccatte and exceptional violins by
Andrea Guarneri, Alessandro and Gennaro Gagliano,
Michele Deconet, and Giovanni Battista Ceruti as well
as a superb violin bow by François Xavier Tourte. These
are just a small selection of what we have to offer at our Francisco Fullana
Joshua Brown
William Hagen
shop. Our expert sales staff is nothing short of amazing at
matching artist with instrument and bow. They are, quite Woman’s Athletic Club Series
Our eleventh season showcasing Stradivari Society artists
simply, the best in the field.
at the Woman’s Athletic Club (WAC) in downtown Chicago
is underway. Members have enjoyed performances this
Join Our Email List!
For our many readers who have asked to be kept up-to-date season by Yossif Ivanov, Gao Can, Paul Huang, Randall
on our new acquisitions, featured inventory, and special Goosby, Stephen Kim, Kenneth Liao, Philippe Quint, and
events more often, we are very excited to announce that Kristóf Baráti. Yang Liu is performing in May. We are very
we will soon begin sending occasional emailings to let you grateful to Society Founder Mary Galvin for her gracious
know what is happening at the shop. We do not want you to assistance in establishing the series and to conductor Alan
miss out, so please add your name and email address to our Heatherington for his marvelous introductions to each
mailing list by clicking here. You will never be contacted concert.
directly by anyone from our firm unless you request it, and
As always, our accomplished sales staff—Gabriel Benwe never share our customer list.
Dashan, Alec Fushi, Joseph Bein, John Gerson, and Inga
Olson—looks forward to assisting you in your search for
Meet Our Customers
All of us at Bein & Fushi are proud that our customers your ideal instrument or bow at our shop in Chicago or
come from all walks of life, whether beginning students or wherever you are worldwide.
seasoned professionals, first-time buyers or distinguished
collectors. In this issue, we feature violinist Samuel Fischer, With affection and appreciation,
a concertmaster, teacher, and freelance violinist working
in Los Angeles; Professor Olga Kaler, violinist, pedagogue, Jean Fushi
and composer at DePaul University in Chicago; 13-year-old
violin prodigy Yesong Sophie Lee from Seattle; and mother
and daughter Cheryl and Kaela Scheidemantle. Both
violinists, Cheryl teaches, performs, and serves on several
boards in the Los Angeles area, and Kaela is a student at
Vanderbilt’s Blair School of Music. You can find out more on
pages 8-10.
Online		
beinfushi.com
		stradivarisociety.com

Featured Offerings
A rare and exquisite quartet of bows by

DOMINIQUE PECCATTE
(1810-1874)
We are honored to be able to offer an extraordinary and rare quartet of all-original bows by the legendary Dominique
Peccatte. For a string quartet, this quartet by the great master presents a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for all members of
the ensemble to have bows with magnificent playing qualities and abundant strength that are exceptionally well matched
in their capabilities.
One of the greatest of bow makers, Peccatte was born in Mirecourt, a major center of French bow-making, and likely had
some training there before being selected by François Vuillaume to go to Paris to work in the shop of his brother, the
illustrious dealer and maker J. B. Vuillaume. There Peccatte worked under master bowmaker Jean Pierre Marie Persoit.
Peccatte left Vuillaume in 1838 to take over the shop of François Lupot after his death. During the course of his long career,
Peccatte was able to combine his extraordinary gift for bow making with a savvy business acumen that brought him wide
recognition and success.
Among the very best violin, viola, and cello bows by the master that we have seen, this quartet of Peccatte bows would be
a spectacular and unique acquisition as well as an outstanding investment for any aspiring or accomplished string quartet,
distinguished collector, or gifted artists. Peccatte’s bows were among the most coveted by professionals during the maker’s
lifetime and remain highly sought after today: a testament to his enduring genius.

A violin bow

This stunning gold and tortoiseshell Peccatte violin bow is named for
a previous owner, the Croatian virtuoso Zlatko Baloković (1895-1965),
“Baloković”
who was also known for his acquisitions of many superb antique violins
Weight: 61 grams
and bows over the course of his career. One of the bow’s most recent
owners was the late Dr. Ephraim Engleman, a
pioneering rheumatologist at the University of California, San Francisco,
violinist, and one of the foremost American collectors, who acquired the
“Baloković” from Bein & Fushi.
Elegant in both its craft and its playing, this Peccatte bow has a seemingly
unlimited palette of rich color, nuance, depth, strength, and stylistic
refinement. With its striking, all-original mounts of gold and beautifullytranslucent tortoiseshell and handsome engraved “DP” on the ferrule,
this bow would be a superb musical partner capable of the full range of
concert repertoire or a jewel in any collection.

Zlatko Baloković

Instrument Photos: Matthew Tolzmann
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A rare and exquisite quartet of bows by

DOMINIQUE PECCATTE
A violin bow
Weight: 59 grams

A rare example with the Peccatte brand, this superb alloriginal violin bow is one of the finest in ebony and silver
by the maker. With great strength and complexity and
consistent in its command of strokes from frog to tip, this
exceptional Peccatte offers everything an artist could desire
in a bow for all types of playing.

A viola bow
Weight: 70.9 grams

Endlessly rich in the colors it is able to draw and with
abundant strength and original in all its parts, this
outstanding Peccatte viola bow is illustrated in the
authoritative reference Makers of the Peccatte Family by Paul
Childs—marking this remarkable bow’s distinction as one
of the most important works by this celebrated maker.

A cello bow
Weight: 79 grams
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This extraordinary, all-original Peccatte bow was previously
owned by a principal cellist of a leading American orchestra.
The bow has the full range of outstanding playing and
tonal qualities one expects from the master’s finest work:
ample weight, astonishing range of color and nuance, and
exceptional strength. The tip is a handsome example of the
maker’s elegant swan-head style.
Photos: Matthew Tolzmann

Current Offerings

A superb violin by

An outstanding violin by

Venice, c. 1760

Cremona, c. 1663
“Fritz Hirt”

MICHELE DECONET
One of the most important late period masters of the
Venetian School, not much is known about Michele
Deconet’s life. Born in Kehl, near Strasbourg, he was
a soldier in the French army and then for many years
traveled extensively in his work as a professional
violinist before settling down in Venice and becoming
an instrument maker. It is thought that Deconet studied
violinmaking with the great Pietro Guarneri of Venice.
Even though the influence of Montagnana and Serafin
can also be seen in his work, he has his own distinctive
style. The maker’s work is held in the highest regard for
his use of outstanding wood and varnish, as can be seen is
this exceptional example, with its beautifully flamed twopiece maple back. This Deconet violin has great power
and a tone that is rich, nuanced, complex, and balanced
that would serve an artist for a lifetime.
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Instrument Photos: Matthew Tolzmann

ANDREA GUARNERI
Founder of the great Guarneri dynasty,
Andrea Guarneri apprenticed with
Nicolò Amati from 1641-1646 and
1650-1654. He married Anna Maria
Violinist Fritz Hirt
Orcelli in 1652 and in 1654 left the
Amati house and moved into a house his wife received
as part of her dowry which later became known as Casa
Guarneri. Andrea learned his craft well, imparting a special
appearance to his instruments. Tonally, his violins have the
classic bright and responsive Cremonese sound, but with
an added depth and robustness that is the hallmark of
this great family of makers. This violin was once owned by
the celebrated Swiss violinist Fritz Hirt (1888-1970), who
concertized widely throughout Europe as a soloist and
was concertmaster of the Basel Symphony Orchestra and
a member of the Basel String Quartet. Instruments made
after Guarneri opened his own shop, including this superb
violin, are very highly regarded and sought after by top
musicians worldwide for their versatility, tonal qualities,
and powerful projection.

Current Offerings

A violin by

A violin by

Naples, c. 1710-20

Naples, 1750

ALESSANDRO GAGLIANO
Alessandro Gagliano is the first known Neapolitan maker.
He began his work in Naples around 1700 and soon
achieved wide recognition as a leading maker. While it
is not certain where or with whom Gagliano received his
training, he created his own models and developed a
distinctive style. He produced violins with extraordinary
playing qualities that still make them some of the most
coveted concert instruments today. His finest instruments
have great nuance and character and are exceptional
tonally with powerful projection: all characteristics
evident in this outstanding violin. Gagliano became the
patriarch of the celebrated dynasty that lasted until the
mid-19th century. We have been privileged to handle
several of the finest violins crafted by the master maker,
including this marvelous example.
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GENNARO GAGLIANO
The son of Alessandro Gagliano and brother of Nicolò,
Gennaro Gagliano’s meticulous craftsmanship is
thought to be close in caliber to that of the great
Cremonese makers. He is regarded as possibly the best
and most versatile craftsman of the illustrious family.
Gennaro chose outstanding wood for his instruments
and his varnish is of the highest quality. While his
work shows the influence of Stradivari and Amati, his
style is unique and his instruments are still sought
after by musicians today. Like his father and brother,
Gennaro’s violins are highly prized for their superb
playing qualities with a brilliant tone, responsiveness,
and power making them an excellent choice for an
accomplished artist or savvy collector.

Current Offerings

A violin by

A rare violin by

Cremona, 1812

Ferrara, c. 1710

GIOVANNI BATTISTA CERUTI
Founder of a violin-making dynasty, G. B. Ceruti did not
begin his career in the field until the age of forty. He was
born in Sesto in 1756, just outside of Cremona, and moved
to the city with his family in 1786. He was initially employed
as a weaver. While it was thought that he learned his trade
from Lorenzo Storioni, in the writings of the great collector
Count Cozio di Salabue, it was discovered that Ceruti
actually studied with Count Alessandro Maggi, a collector
and amateur maker. Ceruti’s late entry into the field did not
hamper his success. Both Ceruti and Storioni are recognized
for revitalizing the Cremonese tradition of making and the
Ceruti family dominated violin making in Cremona for the
next three generations. Giovanni Battista continually refined
his work throughout his career and when Storioni left
Cremona in 1802, he took full advantage: the next decade
was his most productive period. Instruments by Ceruti are
still in demand today and admired for their craftsmanship
and precision, producing an evenness across all registers
that is rich and robust in tonal complexity with strong
projection: all qualities this Ceruti violin has in abundance.
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ALESSANDRO MEZZADRI
Violins by Alessandro Mezzadri are exceedingly rare
and the finest, including this exceptional example,
are made with the highest quality workmanship
and materials. Based on a Maggini model, the
violin was once owned by the late, long-time
Detroit Symphony member Alvin Score. We have a
letter written by legendary virtuoso Ruggiero Ricci
extolling the violin’s, “beautiful tonal quality,” with
“all of the characteristics of
a fine concert instrument.”
Handsome in appearance
with a beautiful, deep
orange-brown varnish and
tonally rich with marvelous
projection, this Mezzadri
would be a great fit for all
types of playing.
Alvin Score

Current Offerings

A magnificent violin bow by

Often called the “Stradivari of the bow,” François Xavier Tourte’s
importance as the developer of the modern bow cannot be
overstated. His innovations combined with his great skill and
(1748-1835)
exquisite workmanship changed the way bows are made, and to this
Paris
day, his bows remain unsurpassed. The maker was active at a time
Weight: 58 grams
when playing technique and expression were changing, and artists
needed bows that reflected that profound change. While Tourte
came from a distinguished family of violin and bowmakers, he first apprenticed for eight years as a clockmaker before
returning to bowmaking. He opened his own shop around 1800 on the Quai de l’École in Paris and quickly became
recognized as an extraordinary talent. The legendary virtuoso Giovanni Battista Viotti worked with Tourte to create a
bow that increased stability, comfort, and reliability for contemporary concert playing. Collectors and musicians past
and present seek Tourte bows for their stunning range of colors and nuance, articulation, ease, strength, and balance.

FRANÇOIS XAVIER TOURTE

JOIN OUR EMAIL LIST!
Now you can stay up-to-date on the latest news and new
instrument and bow arrivals at the shop. It’s safe and secure: no one
will contact you unless you request it, and we will not share your
contact information with anyone. Click here to add your name.
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Customer Spotlight

SAMUEL FISCHER

Photo: Tamara Leigh Photography

Whether performing as a concertmaster or soloist with orchestra, recording motion
picture, television, and video game soundtracks, or providing guidance to his students,
violinist Samuel Fischer is one of the leading musicians working in the Los Angeles
music scene. And he is the very pleased owner of a superb violin by Giuseppe Rocca,
Turin, c. 1850, “The Rocca is a great match for my playing and a great sounding
instrument with a robust, powerful G string and a singing, brilliant, responsive E string.”
Fischer has been on the faculty of the Colburn School of Performing Arts since 2002 as
well as the Idyllwild Arts Summer Program, the Young Musicians Foundation Chamber
Music Series, and Junior Chamber Music Los Angeles. This summer marks his fifth year
on the faculty of the Montecito International Music Festival, where he has performed
chamber music with artists including
“I never imagined that such a magnificent
Martin Beaver, Emanuel Borok, Anne
instrument was within my reach. I’ve played the
Akiko Meyers, and Joseph Silverstein.
Rocca alongside instruments by the Cremonese
Fischer is concertmaster of the Riverside Samuel Fischer with his Rocca violin
masters and it holds its own. John Gerson is
County Philharmonic and the Desert
terrific. He brought some violins to LA for me to
Symphony, and he has been a guest concertmaster of Opera Santa
try and listened very carefully to my reactions,
Barbara, the Redlands Symphony, and Opera Santa Monica. A frequent
then suggested the Rocca. I’ve recommended
soloist with orchestras throughout Southern California, the violinist will
John and Bein & Fushi to my students, and
make an appearance with the Peninsula Symphony playing Vaughan
John really connects with them. If you’re serious
Williams’ The Lark Ascending in February 2018. Fischer has played on
about looking for an instrument, no search is
many soundtracks, including Rogue One: A Star Wars Story, Finding Dory,
complete without a visit to Bein & Fushi.”
Pirates of the Caribbean, and Night at the Museum.
– Samuel Fischer

“I have searched for my bow for many years and have finally met my perfect match,”
said violinist, pedagogue, and composer Olga Dubossarskaya Kaler of her recent
acquisition of an exceptional violin bow by Nicolas Maline: “My bow has a unique
combination of qualities: precision, immediate response, the ability to sink into
the string, and fine shock-absorbing capacity. It draws a pure, even sound and is a
perfect fit for my instrument and for my hand. I don't have to work nearly as hard as
I used to in order to produce the sound I need.” Kaler has been on the faculty of the
DePaul University School of Music since 2004. The in-demand violinist performed
a solo violin recital in Sarasota, Florida featuring one of her own works, Recitativo
and Toccata, in March. On May 14 and 16, Chicago music lovers will be able to
see Kaler perform music by Hindemith and
“Inga Olson and I established
Shostakovich with the Chicago Ensemble. This
an immediate and wonderful
summer she will be appearing as a guest artist
relationship with each other when
and faculty member at the InterHarmony International Music Festival in Italy and
we met about five years ago. I
will be a member of the Chautauqua Symphony for the rest of the summer. While
trust her implicitly, and by now
there, she will be joined by her husband, violinist and former Stradivari Society
she knows what I am looking for.
recipient Ilya Kaler, and her son, cellist David Kaler, in a joint recital on August 11.
She is always highly professional,
Kaler has written two books: An Effective Method for Teaching and Studying Violin
honest, accommodating, and
Technique and Scale System for Reluctant Scale Enthusiasts: For Violin. The viola and
incredibly patient.”
cello versions of the scale system book are slated to be published this summer.
– Olga Dubossarskaya Kaler
Visit www.olgadkaler.com to learn more.
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OLGA DUBOSSARSKAYA KALER

Customer Spotlight
Photo: GH Kim Photography

YESONG SOPHIE LEE

At just thirteen, Yesong Sophie Lee, the Junior Division First Prize winner of the 2016
Menuhin Competition in London, is definitely an artist on the rise and is thrilled to be
playing a superb violin by Camillus Camilli, Mantua, c. 1751 and Charles Peccatte
bow: “The Camilli has so much variety of color and each string has its own unique sound,
especially the G string, which almost makes the floor rumble when I play it because
of the ring that comes out of the violin. I love the fact that the Peccatte bow always
responds so quickly and projects so well.” As part of her Menuhin Competition prize,
Sophie toured the U.K. in July 2016 performing recitals at the Gower Festival, Harrogate
Music Festival, Oundle International Festival, and Cheltenham Music Festival. Sophie
performed with the London “I’d just like to express my thanks to Bein & Fushi for
Philharmonic on April 17 and giving me this wonderful opportunity. Without you,
Yesong Sophie Lee
the Konzerthaus Orchestra in I wouldn’t have been able to find and play on such a
Berlin on April 29, 30, and May 1. She will be presenting a recital high-quality bow and instrument. I feel like I am one
at the Gstaad Festival on August 5. The violinist will participate with this violin and really lucky to own this instruin the Kronberg Academy violin masterclasses in May and at the ment. Thank you!” – Yesong Sophie Lee
Morningside Music Bridge in Calgary in July. Sophie will also
be performing with the Seattle Symphony at Benaroya Hall in “My overall experience with Bein and Fushi was really
January, 2018. She currently studies with Assistant Concertmaster wonderful and I trust everyone. They are true proof the Seattle Symphony Simon James and regularly works with fessionals and courteous. Gabriel Ben-Dashan was
extremely helpful, friendly—but not pushy—and
collaborative pianist and coach Hiro David.
easy to work with.” – Brandon Lee

MASTERCLASS

&
present

A VIOLIN MASTERCLASS LED BY
Photo: Marco Borggreve

VADIM GLUZMAN

INTERNATIONALLY RENOWNED SOLOIST AND
STRADIVARI SOCIETY ARTISTIC ADVISOR AND RECIPIENT
Saturday, May 20 at 3:00 pm in the Great Room

410 S. Michigan Ave, 10th Floor, Chicago, IL
Admission is Free. Space is limited. Please RSVP: mail@beinfushi.com or 312-663-0150

Stradivari Society recipient of the magnificent “Auer” Stradivari of 1690, Vadim Gluzman’s extraordinary artistry brings
to life the glorious violinistic tradition of the 19th and 20th centuries. The Israeli violinist has performed with the
Berlin Philharmonic, Boston Symphony, Cleveland Orchestra, Chicago Symphony, Philadelphia Orchestra, London
Philharmonic, Israel Philharmonic, and London Symphony, among many others. Gluzman’s festival appearances
include Tanglewood, Verbier, Ravinia, Lockenhaus, and the North Shore Chamber Music Festival in Illinois, which he
founded with pianist Angela Yoffe. Highlights of the current season include appearances in London at The Proms
with the BBC Symphony, Chicago Symphony, NDR Elbphilharmonie Hamburg, Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester
Berlin, Orchestre de Paris, and at Carnegie Hall with the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra. Gluzman performed the world
premieres of concertos by Sofia Gubaidulina and Elena Firsova this season. Accolades for his extensive discography
on the BIS label include the Diapason d’Or of the Year, Gramophone’s Editor’s Choice, Classica Magazine’s Choc de
Classica. For more about Gluzman, visit vadimgluzman.com.
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Customer Spotlight

Violinist Kaela Scheidemantle is playing an
exceptional Gioffreddo Cappa violin and
her mother, violinist and teacher Cheryl
Scheidemantle, a superb François Nicolas
Voirin bow both acquired from Bein & Fushi.
In a moment of serendipity, Cheryl and her
mother were visiting Chicago in 2014 and
saw Bein & Fushi’s sign in front of the Fine
Arts Building. Cheryl had heard of Bein &
Fushi through the years and she and her
mother made an impromptu visit. While
there, she met Joe Bein and told him what
Kaela and Cheryl Scheidemantle
her daughter needed in a violin. Joe chose
the Cappa. Cheryl knew the violin would be perfect for her daughter, “It’s been neat for us to see the possibility
for Kaela’s playing emerge with this violin. It’s changed her whole trajectory and she’s growing so much as a
musician with this instrument. Finding the violin was such a great moment in our lives.”
Kaela is in her sophomore year at Vanderbilt University’s Blair School of Music where she studies with Stephen
Miahky. Her string quartet is the only one chosen to participate in the prestigious Vanderbilt Music Académie
in partnership with the Festival d’Aix-en-Provence and the Académie Européenne de la Musique in Aix-enProvence this summer. The quartet will receive mentoring by members of the Berlin Philharmonic. In March,
the Miahky violin studio performed Berio’s Duetti per due Violini.
Kaela was featured in Duets 1-6. Like her mother, Kaela is devoted
“The Cappa is incredible! The violin has
to teaching and community service. She is currently a student
helped me grow so much as a player.
assistant for the Blair Children’s Chorus, where she works with the
Every time I work with Joe Bein, he’s so
middle school girls’ choir. She has been teaching private lessons
accommodating and knowledgeable. I made
for seven years.
an emergency trip to Chicago due to some
issues with the violin right before my recital,
On a visit to the shop to see Joe in 2015, Cheryl tried the Voirin
and everyone was really helpful, especially
bow and just kept thinking about it after the visit. Joe brought
on such short notice.”
the bow to her home in Los Angeles and she knew it was the one
– Kaela Scheidemantle
for her, “The bow has great balance and evenness through to the
tip along with great subtlety. There’s more and more to be had
“Working with Joe brings to mind a favorite
from it.” Cheryl has been on the faculty of the Polytechnic School
quote from Patanjali: ‘When you are inspired
in Pasadena since 1990. She also has a studio of private violin
by some great purpose [as is Joe], some
students and is currently Chair of the Los Angeles Children’s
extraordinary project [such as his quest for a
Chorus Board of Directors as well as String Chair of the Southern
violin fit for Kaela], all your thoughts break
California Junior Bach Festival, among others. Cheryl received her
their bounds.... and you find yourself in a new,
Ph. D. in Violin Performance from New York University, studying
great, and wonderful world’ … the world of
with Lawrence Ferrara and William Lincer and Master of Music
Bein & Fushi.” – Cheryl Scheidemantle
degree from Juilliard, where she was a student of Dorothy Delay.
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CHERYL AND KAELA
SCHEIDEMANTLE

Recipients Take
Center Stage
VADIM GLUZMAN AND PHILIPPE QUINT PERFORM AT
ORQUESTA SINFÓNICA DE MINERÍA GALA CONCERT
Photo: © Lorena Alcaraz Minor

The summer season of the Orquesta Sinfónica
de Minería was brought to a glorious close with
three gala performances on August 26, 27, and 28
featuring two Stradivari Society recipients, Vadim
Gluzman, playing the “Auer” Stradivari violin
of 1690, and Philippe Quint, playing the “Ruby”
Stradivari violin of 1708. The performances
included Sarasate’s Carmen Fantasy, Ravel’s Tzigane,
Taking their bows: Philippe Quint, Carlos Miguel Prieto, and Vadim Gluzman
and Moszkowski’s Suite for Two Violins.

“Everywhere I go on tour, I always feel I am an ambassador of the Stradivari
Society. After so many years of playing the great “Auer” Stradivari and now
adding the artistic advisor role, the Society is truly an integral part of my life,
both personally and artistically. To have Suzanne Fushi with us in Mexico City
at our latest ‘Duel’ concert was very special indeed.” – Vadim Gluzman

Photo: © Lorena Alcaraz Minor

The elegant Sala Nezahualcóyotl in Mexico City was the venue and the orchestra’s celebrated Music Director
Carlos Miguel Prieto conducted. Whenever Gluzman and Quint unite to perform one of their renowned musical
“duels,” concertgoers can count on being dazzled by the virtuosic fireworks and enthralled by the spectacular
music-making, and these gala summer concerts were no exception, with
capacity crowds and standing ovations. Vadim Gluzman comments on
the experience, “To have my closest friend Philippe Quint, an artist whom I
admire so much, on stage next to me is always an incredible thrill. I know
that we both treasure our ‘Duel’ appearances and hope the audience has as
much fun as we do!”

Vadim Gluzman and Philippe Quint

The final gala concert was streamed live by TVUNAM. In the audience were dear Bein & Fushi friend Juan Luis
Prieto and Society Executive Director Suzanne Fushi: “Vadim and Philippe gave spectacular performances and
the excitement and enthusiasm of the audience was palpable. What a terrific way to end the season!” Visit
vadimgluzman.com and philippequint.com for more about these extraordinary artists.
"The glorious sonority of two amazing Strad's being played together, as Vadim and I did to such
enthusiastic response from the audience with the Orquesta de Minería, is one of the most enthralling
experiences. As is playing with my wonderful friend Vadim Gluzman. I’m so grateful to The Stradivari
Society, Suzanne Fushi, and my patron for their continued support which has given me the incredible
opportunity to perform on this instrument around the world and in recordings.” – Philippe Quint

Suzanne Fushi, Noah Sims, Vadim Gluzman, and Philippe
Quint enjoying a meal in Mexico City
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Noah Sims and Suzanne Fushi with Juan
Luis Prieto

NEW RECIPIENTS

JOSHUA BROWN

Photo: Melanie Brown

An outstanding violin by Pietro Guarneri, Cremona, 1679 is now in the
extraordinarily gifted hands of Joshua Brown. “The Pietro Guarneri has such a
deep, rich tone. There is a strength to it that is new to me, and it is coupled with so
many subtle nuances of sound,” Brown commented. “Every day has brought new
discoveries about the instrument.” Brown is a student of Almita and Roland Vamos
at the Academy of the Music Institute of Chicago where he has been awarded
the Alexandra C. and John D. Nichols Fellowship for the past two years. The North
Shore Chamber Music Festival recently named him the 2017 Haag/Galvin Young
Artist and the Arkady Fomin Scholarship Recipient. He will be performing on June
9 and 10 during the Festival. He performed with the Northbrook Symphony on
April 9 and will appear with the Highland Park Strings on May 21. The violinist
already has several prestigious competition wins under his belt, including Grand
Prize for Violin in the 2016
“Suzanne Fushi, Mary Galvin, and my patron have
Stradivari Society Founder Mary Galvin, ENKOR International Music
Joshua Brown, and Society Executive
all made this process so rewarding. I’m so thankful
Competition, receiving the
Director Suzanne Fushi
that they saw enough talent and potential in me
highest score in the history of
the competition across all ages and all divisions, First Prize winner to let me play this great instrument. Thanks to
in the 2016-2017 American Music Institute’s Violin Competition, the generosity of the Stradivari Society and its
and National YoungArts winner in 2016 and 2017. Joshua won the patrons, many musicians over the last thirty years
2015 Music Institute of Chicago Concerto Competition and as part have been able to reach new heights, and I am so
of the prize, performed Waxman’s Carmen Fantasy with Ars Viva, grateful to now be counted among them. It is truly
an honor.” – Joshua Brown
conducted by Alan Heatherington.

FRANCISCO FULLANA

Photo: 2016 Sophie Zhai

We are delighted to welcome exceptional violinist Francisco Fullana to The
Stradivari Society as a recipient for the second time! Fullana is now playing the
magnificent “Mary Portman” Guarneri del Gesù of 1735, thanks to his generous
patrons Karen and Clement Arrison: “It's such an incredible fit. The violin allows me
to make music the way I want.” He was previously the recipient of a violin by Pietro
Guarneri, Cremona, 1679. Fullana’s career is taking off with his debut recording on
Orchid Classics being released in the fall. The disc will feature music by 20th-century
composers all incorporating quotes from Baroque works including Max Richter’s
Four Seasons Recomposed with the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Carlos Izcaray as well as music by Ysaÿe, Schnittke, Isang Yun, and
Brotons. The legendary Grammy-winner Da-hong Seetoo will be producing the
recording. 2018 is going to be a landmark year for the violinist when he performs
the world premiere of the Concerto for Bandoneon and Violin by bandoneonist
and composer JP Jofre, who will also be performing, with the Balearic
“It's such an honor to be a recipient of such an
Islands Symphony Orchestra led by Pablo Mielgo on March 22, 2018.
internationally renowned organization that has
The work was commissioned by the Symphony, where Fullana is artist
put all of these exquisite instruments in the hands
in residence, along with the Chamber Orchestra of San Antonio and
of some of the most amazing artists of our time.
Metropolis Ensemble to honor the centennial of Leonard Bernstein’s
I feel very lucky. Both Suzanne Fushi, Mrs. Galvin
birth. Fullana will be performing the Double Concerto throughout
and Mr. and Mrs. Arrison have been a joy to work
2018 in the United States, Europe, China, and Argentina. For more
with and as supportive as it gets.”
about this remarkable rising star, go to franciscofullana.com.
– Francisco Fullana
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NEW RECIPIENTS

WILLIAM HAGEN
Violinist William Hagen just began his studies at the prestigious
Kronberg Academy in Germany in the fall. He has previously studied
with Robert Lipsett at the Colburn Community School of Performing
Arts and Itzhak Perlman at The Juilliard School. Since being loaned the
extraordinary “Sennhauser” Guarneri del Gesù of 1735 through the
Society and his generous patron in December, Hagen has performed
with musicians from the Kronberg Academy at the Beethoven Haus
in Bonn and at London’s Wigmore At the Woman’s Athletic Club recital in Chicago, December
“I am hugely honored to be
Hall with cellist Steven Isserlis: 2016: Bein & Fushi Salesman Joe Bein, violinist William
chosen as a Stradivari Society
“I am still pinching myself every Hagen holding the “Sennhauser” del Gesù, Conductor Alan
Heatherington, Stradivari Society Founder Mary Galvin,
recipient. It is an invaluable
day. The ‘Sennhauser’ has that pianist Bailin Han, Society Executive Director Suzanne
gift to be able to play the
beautiful, grainy del Gesù sound Fushi, and Society Production Assistant Noah Sims
‘Sennhauser,’ and it is also
that I recognize from so many of my
an honor to join the Society’s
favorite recordings that I grew up listening to, and it has so much power and projection
formidable list of recipients,
without ever being overly aggressive or shrill.” Hagen debuted with the Oregon and
past and present. I would like
Pasadena symphonies and made his first recital appearances at Ravinia and the
to thank Joe Bein for helping
Center for Fine Arts in Brussels this season. Next season, Hagen will be appearing with
me so much and making
the Frankfurt Radio Symphony conducted by Christoph Eschenbach in September.
this possible, and I thank The
The violinist won third prize at the 2015 Queen Elisabeth Competition, making him
Stradivari Society and my
the highest ranking American artist since 1985. He has been hailed as a “brilliant
patron for giving me the use of
virtuoso…a standout” in The Dallas Morning News and as having “an intellectual
this incredible instrument!”
command of line and score, and just the right amount of power,” by Violinist.com. For
– William Hagen
more about this talented artist, check out his website at www.williamhagen.com.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Photo: Paul Glickman

Grammy-Award winning violinist
Augustin Hadelich has received
high praise from the press for his CD
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of music by Franck, Kurtág, Previn,
and Schumann with pianist Joyce
Yang released last fall on the Avie
label: “... One can only sit in mistyeyed amazement at their insightful
flair and spontaneity,” Julian
Haylock, The Strad. Hadelich plays
the
magnificent “Kiesewetter”
Stradivari of c. 1723 on loan
from his generous patrons Karen
and Clement Arrison. In addition
to many festival appearances last
summer, including Chautauqua,
Vail, Aspen, and Sun Valley, Hadelic
performed with the Seattle
Chamber Music Society, Rotterdam
Philharmonic and made his BBC

Proms debut
performing Four
Iberian Miniatures by Francisco Coll
with the Britten Sinfonia, Thomas
Adès conducting. Next season,

NEWS IN BRIEF

Photo: Marco Borggreve

the violinist will begin recording all
of the Paganini Caprices for Warner
Classics. To find out more, go to
augustinhadelich.com.

Photo: Brianna Blasco

Society Artistic Advisor Vadim
Gluzman, recipient of the exquisite
“Auer” Stradivari, 1690, played
Prokofiev’s Violin Concerto No. 1
with the Chicago Symphony led
by Neeme Järvi in December. The
violinist received standing ovations
for his brilliant performance and
treated the audience to a thrilling
encore of the last movement, called
Les Furies, of Ysaÿe’s Violin Sonata
No. 2. Järvi and Gluzman recorded
this concerto for BIS on an allProkofiev CD released in July and
lauded by BBC Music Magazine:
“Vadim Gluzman’s concerto partnership

Tim Fain’s brilliant playing is
showcased during the Oscarwinning and critically-acclaimed
film Moonlight. Fain is no
stranger to Hollywood and can
also be heard in two of the most
celebrated Oscar-winning films of
recent years, 12 Years a Slave and
Black Swan. In the violinist’s latest
video released in November, he
Members of The Stradivari Society at Carnegie Hall
performs his own composition,
after Vadim Gluzman’s spectacular performance
with the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra: recipient Freedom. As part of a partnership
Paul Huang, Executive Director Suzanne Fushi, with Millennial Magazine and
recipient and Artistic Advisor Vadim Gluzman,
Production Assistant Noah Sims, pianist Angela Nexus Working Group on Human
Yoffe, Founder Mary Galvin, recipient Philippe Trafficking and Modern Slavery,
Quint, and from the Society’s founding family, all proceeds from downloads of
Dawn Meiners and Mark Meiners.
the video through January 5th
were donated to Made in a Free
with Neeme Järvi has always been World. Fain also recently performed
spellbinding, and this stunning disc at the organization’s benefit concert
lives up to expectations.” This season alongside Questlove and Natasha
takes the violinist’s career to an even
higher level with performances with
the Orchestre de Paris, Deutsches
Symphonie-Orchester Berlin, a U.S.
tour with the Orpheus Chamber
Orchestra including a stop at Carnegie
Hall, and the opening concert of the
Grant Park Music Festival in Chicago,
t o n a m e j u s t a fe w. C h e c k o u t
vadimgluzman.com for more.
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Bedingfield, joining the Wordless
Music Orchestra in Los Angeles
for a live score performance and
screening of Moonlight as well as
presenting his multi-media work
Portals at the Schubert Club in St.
Paul. He is the recipient of a violin by
Francesco Gobetti, Venice, 1717,
“Moller” from his patrons Karen
and Clement Arrison. To learn more
about this multi-faceted artist,
go to timfain.com.
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